Product Costing & Materials Breakdown
An excel based solution, which is macro free, so can be viewed on tablets and
smartphones. Providing the following advantages to people who create and sell hampers,
gift baskets or any combination of various small gifts.

Easily List all of the materials and products used
Create your own products by selecting contents
Assign labour value and profit markup to all products
Easily generate selling prices for all your products
Update a material cost and see your selling price change
Auto generate a price list
View the material breakdown of any order
Analyse each product in detail
Have a database of up to 2500 materials
Create up to 100 unique products
And so much more…
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Use the material database to list up to 2500 materials which you could use in each product. This
includes 'gift materials' (whatever is in your hampers or gift baskets) and 'accessory materials'
(the baskets themselves or the packaging). You can name each material, give it a unique, easy to
remember code, and assign details such as the price, unit type, supplier and suppler codes. You
can also assign 'accessory materials' as such, which will give you a more detailed report later on.
Each material entered here, will be available for selection on each product.

Adding products is just as easy, simple give the product a name, a unique and easy to remember
code and a labour cost and markup code. The markup codes can all be assigned a specific
percentage in order to determine the markup of the product. You then have up to 30 'spaces' to
fill with whichever materials you desire. Simple click on each space and select which of your
materials you would like to fill that space, and how many of that material are required. You can
use the same material over various products.
Upon doing this, you will see your product price (in the green) calculating as you fill in details.
This price will always be kept up to date. If a material changes price, simply change that price on
the material list, and the product price will change accordingly. Simple.

Your price list, as pictured above, is calculated automatically. Based on the cost price of the
materials, the labour price, and the markup. If you wish to adjust these prices, you would need
to adjust the labour price accordingly. The cost price is based on the materials, and the markup
based on the category you have selected and the respective markup percentage. You are able to
show which of the information is shown on the price list. If you want to print one out for your
clients, simply deselect the items which you do not wish to appear.

Then there is an order form. Simply select which products have been ordered, and how many of
each are required. This can be a single order or a few orders combined. The purpose of this is to
calculate what materials are required for your order. This page will simply show the order details,
and let you add the required products to the order form. Again, you can deselect any
information which you do not wish to appear on this form. These forms are designed in grey, so
they are easy to print if required. The options section will not appear on your printed sheet (or
PDF if saved as a PDF).
You can set the currency and tax name and percentage. Currencies available: £, $, R & €.

This is the materials list (above). Whatever items appear on your order form, will be broken
down to materials on this list. Again, suited to been printed, you can print out a materials list for
each order. This will show you have many of each material is required for the entire order.
Making it easier to plan and prepare to put each order together!

Lastly, there is a product lookup sheet, where you can select a desired product from the drop
down list, and view all aspects of that product. You can see the cost breakdown, or the materials
breakdown, as well as the various prices of the various aspects. You can also view a complete
material breakdown for that product. All of this is automatically calculated from the databases,
as you select the product code.
As these are spreadsheets, and not programmed software, you can decide how you use them.
Each spreadsheet can be saved into the file of your choice, and renamed as desired. You can set
up your own system, to your own requirements, and then use the spreadsheets within that
system. You can use as many of these spreadsheets as you require within your business, and you
can choose which staff have access to them.

So there you have it, an overview of this unique product. We can't show you everything in this
brochure, so please use the link below to the demo video, should you wish to see exactly how
this product works.
All the other links you may need for more information, or to purchase this product, are below.

In order to purchase this
product, download a free
trial, or watch the demo
video, please click the
image to the left.

This product is sold from the UK, and will be invoiced as GBP. The
fee is a once off fee, and there is no monthly charge. There will be
an entirely optional annual charge, should you want to receive
future upgrades.
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